Steakholder FOODS

Company Presentation
Disclaimers

This presentation and oral statements made regarding the subject of this presentation contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. Such statements include, without limitation, references to the Steakholder Foods Ltd.’s (the “Company’s”) predictions or expectations of future business or financial performance and its goals and objectives for future operations, financial and business trends, performances, strategies or expectations. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by the words “may,” “might,” “could,” “would,” “should,” “expect,” “intend,” “plan,” “objective,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential,” “continue” and “ongoing,” or the negative of these terms, or other comparable terminology intended to identify statements about the future.

These forward-looking statements may not materialize, in whole or in part, or may materialize differently than expected, or may be affected by factors that cannot be assessed in advance. We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in our forward-looking statements, and you should not place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. Actual results or events could differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations disclosed in the forward-looking statements we make. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Except as otherwise indicated, the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation speak only as of the date of this presentation and the Company undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. This presentation includes statistical, market and industry data and forecasts which we obtained from publicly available information and independent industry publications and reports that we believe to be reliable sources. These publicly available industry publications and reports generally state that they obtain their information from sources that they believe to be reliable, but they do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information.

Although we are responsible for all of the disclosures contained in this presentation, including such statistical, market and industry data, we have not independently verified any of the data from third-party sources, nor have we ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. In addition, while we believe the market opportunity information included in this presentation is generally reliable and is based on reasonable assumptions, the industry in which we operate is subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of important factors that could cause results to differ materially from those expressed in the estimates made by third parties and by us.
We are on a mission to revolutionize the way food is produced, empowering food manufacturers with cutting-edge **3D bio-printers and consumables** to produce delicious, nutritious, safe, and consistent complex products from ethically harvested cells.

Eat **meat**. Be a **Steakholder**.
"We are on a mission to revolutionize the way meat is produced, empowering meat manufacturers with cutting-edge 3D bio-printers and consumables."

Company Timeline

September 2019
Company Initiates activities in Israel

August 2020
Company bio-prints carpaccio-like sliced meat

March 2021
Company becomes the first Nasdaq-listed cultivated meat company

December 2021
Company prints the largest cultivated steak ever! 3.67 oz.

April 2022
Company develops unique multi-nozzle 3D bioprinting

June 2022
Company is granted its first patent

September 2022
Company introduces Omakase Beef Morsels

December 2022
Technology is production ready

April 2023
Company prints first ready-to-cook cultivated fish product.
POTENTIAL IMPACT OF CULTIVATED MEAT

Environmental impact
- 78%-96% less greenhouse gases
- 51%-78% less freshwater use
- 63%-95% less land use

Social Impact
- Aims to provide high-quality nutrition using a safe, controlled process
- Strengthening local economies
- Slaughter-free food production

Business impact
- Alignment with sustainable development goals and values
- Acceleration of industry collaboration
- More secure supply chain

Company info and management

Patent applications to date: 19
Of which 5 granted and one allowed. Several trade secrets identified

Employees: 50+
74% R&D

Raised to date: $60.5M
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Meet our R&D leaders and experts

Itamar Atzmony
VP Engineering

Dan Kozlovski
CTO

Orit Goldman, Ph.D.
VP Biology

Meet our R&D leaders and experts

Nadav Noor, Ph.D. Tissue Engineering Bio-Printing Manager
Timofey Shmal 3D Printing Expert
Tal Kalkstein Software Architect
Matan Livne Software Manager

Tal Kalkstein Software Architect
Matan Livne Software Manager

Yoni Moskovitz, Ph.D. Cell Development Team Manager
Nofar Harpaz, Ph.D. Upstream Team Manager

Dana Hillel Food Science Expert
Roy Abekasis Mechanical Team Leader
Moshe Manor Electrical & Software Engineer

Moran Lidor Head Chef
Dana Hillel Food Science Expert
Roy Abekasis Mechanical Team Leader
Moshe Manor Electrical & Software Engineer

Prof. Shlomo Magdassi Chemistry Advisor
Prof. Tal Dvir Biology Advisor
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Huge consumer-facing market potential

**Assumptions:** The meat manufacturers market is estimated to be a substantial portion of the global food & beverages manufacturing market, which is projected to reach $2,503 billion by 2027 (Market Line research). The cultivated meat manufacturing market was estimated by applying the projected market share of the cultivated meat industry to the estimated meat manufacturers’ market size. Based on whole-cut meat percentage of the meat market, the structured meat component was estimated at 17%.

---

**Base case**
- $240 billion in sales
- Market share of 9% by 2040

**High-growth scenario**
- $470 billion in sales
- Market share of 18% by 2040

---

**The B2B structured cultivated meat manufacturing market holds great potential!**

Estimated* cultivated meat manufacturers market by 2050
- ~$170B

Estimated* structured cultivated meat manufacturing market by 2050
- ~$30B

---

Source: Jefferies Equity research, September 2019.
From hybrid product to fully cultivated meat

Scale & Cost

The first cultivated burger*
~$330,000 / (~140g)
Created by Mark Post

~$2,360,000/kg *

~$20,000/kg **

Production needs in the evolving landscape:

Hybrid meat products

Fully cultivated meat

~$20,000/kg **

<8/kg **

* To the best of our knowledge, based on publicly-available information.
** CE Delft: TEA of cultivated meat Future projections of different scenarios [corrigendum.] Nov 2021
From cells to structured food

Our focus in the cultivated meat value chain: Product Production

- Cell source
- Biomass
- Fat
- Muscle
- Bio-ink formulation (Biomass + plant based)
- 3D bioprinting
- Incubation & Maturation
- Fully Cultivated Structured Product
- Ready to cook
- cultivated & plant-based Structured-hybrid products

Structured-
hybrid
products

Muscle fibers

Fat Cells

Fully Cultivated Structured Product
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Our products

- **3D printers**
  For printing structured end products.

- **Bio-inks**
  Adaptable to any species.
Business Model

Selling 3D bio-printers and ongoing sales of perishable bio-inks to develop delicious, nutritious, safe, and consistent food products from ethically harvested cells.
Ready-to-cook end product

Ready to cook products:
- Hybrid cultivated meat/fish products made from plant-based and cultivated ingredients (biomass).
- The unique 3D-printing process gives the product its fibrous texture.
Printers for Ready to Cook products

Meat Fusion technology

Fish/Seafood DropJet technology
Fusion Technology

- Ideal for meat products
- Technology based on pushing paste materials through a narrow nozzle, enabling the creation of fiber texture that best simulates meat fibers.
DropJet Technology

- Ideal for seafood products
- technology based on drops of gel-based materials to create a three-dimensional structure

Fish/Seafood DropJet technology
• Born from the understanding that printing cultivated meat is a new field, which requires research and development by the end user.
• Designed to enable manufacturers to develop capabilities in-house, with Steakholder Foods’ support.

• Designed for a manufacturing plant, to produce several tons per month.
• 100% automatic – no need to constantly load and unload trays and ink.
• Built to produce the next generation of food factories.
Printers with incubation

**Fully-matured end product**

- A fully-maturated, cultivated, printed meat product.
- Requires live cells which grow, differentiate and mature to form complex fibrous tissue to mimic the texture and taste of conventional meat.
The road to structured meat

Muscle Differentiation & 3D Bio-printing
SH inks

Dry powder of ingredients ready for mixing

- Steakholder Foods bio-inks are made of plant-based ingredients and cultivated cells.
- Developed to ensure the production of tasty, safe, and consistent meat products.
- Developed to print different species, customizable for any type of species ordered by customers, tailored to their specific needs and preferences.
The benefits of Steakholder Foods 3D printing

**Cell viability**
The printer systems keep the cells alive and undamaged throughout the printing process.

**Variety of Species**
Temperature control, and systems adaptability can allow printing of almost any species.

**Scalability**
High throughput 3D printing can be used to create meat structures in high accuracy at a commercial scale.

**Scaffold structure**
3D printing scaffold structures ensures the cultivated cells grow on in the desired shape and size.

**Digital control and customization**
The full process is digitally controlled offering customization - shape, size, texture, and even nutritional composition.

**Precision**
Enables the creation of products that mimic real meat in terms of texture, taste, and appearance.
Thank You!
Appendices
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical manipulation of cultivated tissue</th>
<th>3D-printing high resolution support structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth support for cell culture</td>
<td>Muscle stem-cell fusing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvesting bovine embryonic inner cell mass</td>
<td>Adipocytes differentiation using plant-based initiators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioprinter printhead assembly</td>
<td>Stacked multilayered beef-emulating portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine umbilical cord stem cells as feeder layer</td>
<td>Several trade secrets identified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Steakholder Foods' IP**

19 patent applications submitted (5 granted/allowed)